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My Music is a stirring up of spirituality mixed with reality and truth, Then it is completely wraped up and

cautiously delivered to you in poetically written rythmic rymes all for GOD, in the name of JESUS

CHRIST. 20 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: West Coast Rap, SPOKEN WORD: With Music Details: Robb

Dogg Loco: The O.G. Set Vet, who was Raised as a Ryder, a hustler and a Mack is the author of This

album which is a portrait "From the Outside, Looking In" the album is a chance to gain slight insight into

the life of a true Gangster, and a real Thug. This is a musical glimpse at a man who's great complexity, is

fully summed up and deliciously delivered with that simplicity that only Robb Dogg can offer. As the truths

in these rhymes unfold this amazing story perhaps you will find some meaning and purpose in your own

life experiences. In the Begininng... Robb Dogg Loco, who is a Gemini was only "19 in Soledad like a hog

in the mud" when he began the battle with the political beasts themselves inside "The SYSTEM" of

incarceration, but Robb Dogg Loco's CRIP roots run much much deeper than that. Robb Dogg Loco

began his CRIP Crawl to the Original Gangster and Set Veteran he is today, at the extremely young and

and tender age of only 13. It was in 1987 that Robb Dogg began his journey digging into the deep

recesses of not only the street life, but also the dope game. Although Robb Dogg had no real knowledge

that there were political attachments to being a member of the C.R.I.P organization when he joined he

became more aware of the C-alifornia R-evolutionary I-ndependent P-arty's activism particularly, the

party's involvement within the black communities. Robb Dogg's reasons and approach to the game were

for entirely different purposes all together. He was in it for the Money, The Power and That all famous

Name in the Game. Robb Dogg pulled only top-notch females, he was not just the average "Hustler", but

he was also a real "Mack"...and a true "Player" in the game, he even invested in some pimp business

from time to time. There were moments when Robert was utilizing his charm and charismatic way, mixed

with gentle touches, and filling their head with witty game running skills of conversation to manipulate

females of all colors to be willing to do whatever he needed them to do. But there was always the rougher

side of the game, The Guns, The Drugs, and the hard time spent, alot of which required large amounts of

alcohol, and Marijuana usage to cope with that lifestyle, the life of a man living in the belly of that
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ravenousness and greedy beast called American Poverty. Robb Dogg Loco is O.G. East Side Stockton

Coast C.R.I.P, of 2200 Marsh Blocc and claims he will hold that title, and stay representin' the God of

Creation, while high, continuing to ride until he dies. He has earned every strip he has and as he puts it

"as long as I got God, I don't need your favors". He has equally earned his right to be deemed an "O.G."

by "Cripresentin" for 19 years and still counting, in 2005 he is still throwing up his hands "in the formation

of an "E", you add a "C" and that is where he is from. Robb Dogg is still "God's Chosen Soldier" and still

"Running The Race" though he has lived through "crushed dreams and crushed hopes", he continues to

put his life on each note. The pain of his life being relived in his music as he reveals some of his most

horrid bouts with real demons and his true battles with the wiles of Satan himself, while he was "spitting

on the grim reaper" in his attempts to "avoid death, by keeping them bullets of -his flesh". Robb Dogg's

first project, O.G Set Vet, is a new form of ministry, with a full-blown vision. It is designed to open up a

persons mind, heart and soul to the truth in a gangster's flow. This album is a truth call to the youth, or

anyone who has lived the street test and believes that God doesn't understand or that God has not

walked their walk with them. In these lyrics you can see, feel and hear the power of God's control, even

when mistakes were made and when the right choices were not made during this test called life, Jesus

has always walked with Robb Dogg. HE loves the Gangsta too. This album is a sincere walk through a

man's true-life tale, documented there in each musical note, and in every rhythmic rhymes is the

absoulute truth of a man's search for the understanding of his "Divine Purpose" in this life. Our purposes

are all connected and here is your chance to touch the life of a man that has been chosen, a man that is

truly an anointed Child of God and a real Prophet of the Word. Tracks on this album such as "Pollitical

Bullsh**", "The Lord Blessed Me" and "Your Jealousy" give a minor tidbit taste of where Robb Dogg Loco

is headed with his message. The focus on this album Robb Dogg's past experiences, it is strictly built on

that foundation. These lyrics are expressions of his Chosen path and truth about the real life experiences

lived out by Robb Dogg Loco on the East Side Stockton, Cali streets. Robb Dogg Loco sends a very

strong message and draws some extremely vivid pictures of his journey and he continues to move

forward from his being the O.G. Set Vet to wherever Christ is taking him next. Written By: Stevona M.

Tevis INFORMATION - If you would like to read more about CRIP Culture and the Life of Robb Dogg

Loco: O.G. Set Vet, Please take a look at the RobbDoggLoco website by clicking the link to the left.

Please remember that...if the people parish, they parish for lack of knowledge."The Truth is the light and it



will set you free" . Open up your mind and... please.....Enjoy!!!!!!!
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